THE BENEFITS OF MUSIC EDUCATION
“THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY OCCURRED TO ME BY INTUITION, AND MUSIC IS THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND THIS INTUITION. MY PARENTS HAD ME STUDY THE VIOLIN FROM THE TIME I WAS SIX. MY NEW DISCOVERY IS THE RESULT OF MUSICAL PERCEPTION.” – ALBERT EINSTEIN
• Scientific research demonstrates that musical education is one of the most powerful tools for realizing a child’s full intellectual, social and creative potential.

• Speeds up the development of:
  • Speech, reading and language skills
  • IQ
  • Memory and focus
  • Empathy and social awareness
  • Health and emotional resilience
  • Creativity and artistry
SPEECH, READING AND LANGUAGE SKILLS

- RECENT STUDIES HAVE CLEARLY INDICATED THAT MUSICAL TRAINING PHYSICALLY DEVELOPS THE PART OF THE LEFT SIDE OF THE BRAIN KNOWN TO BE INVOLVED WITH PROCESSING LANGUAGE, AND CAN ACTUALLY WIRE THE BRAIN'S CIRCUITS IN SPECIFIC WAYS.” – CHILDREN’S MUSIC WORKSHOP

- “LANGUAGE COMPETENCE IS AT THE ROOT OF SOCIAL COMPETENCE. MUSICAL EXPERIENCE STRENGTHENS THE CAPACITY TO BE VERBALLY COMPETENT.”
IQ

• In a study by E. Glenn Schellenberg at the University of Toronto at Mississauga, they found a small increase in IQ for six year olds that took music lessons. In the study, there were three different groups of six year olds, one group took piano and voice lessons, another group took theater lessons, and another group took no form of creative studies. The group that took piano and voice lessons tested on average three IQ points higher than the other groups. The group that took theater didn’t have any noticeable increase in IQ but they experienced an increase in social behavior, benefits that the music only group didn’t get.
MEMORY AND FOCUS

• TRAINS STUDENTS TO FOCUS THEIR ATTENTION FOR SUSTAINED PERIODS
• LEARNING TO PLAY AN INSTRUMENT OR SINGING REQUIRES HIGH LEVELS OF ATTENTION, THUS PUSH KIDS TO DEVELOP THEIR FOCUS.
• INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE MUSICALLY TRAINED SHOW BETTER WORKING MEMORY.
• “MUSICIANS SHOW BETTER COGNITIVE SKILLS SUCH AS ATTENTION, MEMORY, AND PERCEPTION, WHICH ARE SUPPORTED BY CHANGES TO THE BRAIN ITSELF.” –DR. SEAN HUTCHINS
EMPATHY AND SOCIAL AWARENESS

- Music requires a high degree of precision. In music, being almost in tune is not good enough. So children who take music are better able to distinguish subtle details of speech, leading to improved reading, better comprehension, and also a greater ability to interpret what other people are really saying. Which will make them more likely to reach out to someone in need.

- Music is emotional so musicians must learn to connect with people in an emotional level. Whether it’s harmonizing in a choir or performing in a string quartet or simply jamming with friends, music students learn how to share attention co-operate and collaborate.

- Studies have shown that collaborative musical activities can increase a toddlers’ pro-social behaviors making them more likely to help someone in need.
HEALTH AND EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE

- **Life-long Music Training Can Offer Improved Cognitive Function.**
- **Music Therapy Has Helped People Recover from Strokes and Can Be Useful in Treating a Variety of Neurological Disorders, Such as Stuttering Autism and Parkinson's Disease.**
- **Music Training Has Shown to Delay the Onset of Dementia.**
- **Seniors with Musical Training Are Able to Pick Out Sounds in Noisy Environments and Are More Capable of Carrying Out Conversations Even Though They Are Suffering From Hearing Loss.**
CREATIVITY

- MUSIC GIVES CHILDREN A MEANS TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES. IT GIVES THEM A MEANS TO UNLEASH THEIR CREATIVITY AND TO BE INSPIRED BY THEIR OWN BOUNDLESS CAPACITY FOR PERSONAL GROWTH.
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